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Abstract. The standard conversion of a map to a fibration is shown to be a triple. The algebras of 
this triple are fibrations with restrictions. Up to a category of fractions, however, the algebras are 
equivalent o the category of fibrations. 
1. The triple 
Throughout his note, Top will denote a category of topological spaces with expo- 
nential aw hotding and closed under the constructions used. I have in mind the cate- 
gory of compactly generated spaces, but others (see e.g. [S)) may be used. A fibra- 
tion will mean a Hurewicz fibration, i.e., a map with the homotopy lifting property 
with respect o all spaces. 
The base category for the triple will 1Je Top/B. This category has as objects maps 
p: E’ --, f3, and as maps commutative triangles 
Analogously with fibrations, E is called the total space of an object and B the base 
space. Objects in Top/R will be denoted (E, p), but occa.sionally by E or by p if no 
confusion is possible. 
Define MB, the space of Moore paths in B, as follows: 
MB = {(& a) E (R’, R)XR’: 0(t) = 0(r) for t 2 I) 
with the subspace topology (or a compactly generated analog). Here R’ = [OF). MB 
* This paper is an extension and modification of Chapter I of the author’s Ph.D. thesis written at 
Cornell University under the supervision af Jon Beck. 
Presented to the Special Session on Category Theory of the Annual Meeting of the A.M.S., 
Dallas, January 1933. 
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is a space over B via the evaluation of a path at 0. In general cv, will denote the map 
MS -, B obtained by cvaluatrng &he path at s, i.e., q(fi, r’) = O(s). 
Now define the triple. Let (E, p) be an object in Top/B. The total space rji r(E. /I) 
is given by the pullback diagram 
Here + is addition in the path space, and since path length is allowed to vary, it is 
strictly tisociative. Let (Q, 0) denote the constant path at b length 0. Then a map 
i : I;.’ + 7W) is given by 
e f-, CdJJ@). 01.4. 
We leave to the reader the direct ~9 4 of the following proposition. 
Top/B. 
Proposition 1.2. A T-algebra is II regt&r, trartsitive fibratiora with a fixed Iijiiktg jkw- 
tion. 
A few remarks before the proof, An alternative characterization of Hurewicz fi- 
baations (in fact, one of the earliest 121) is in terms of lifting functions. A lifting 
function for a maq p : E + B is a map T(E) A ME such that h composed with Mp 
is il . Such a lifting function is called regular if X((b, 0). e) = (E, 0) and tramitive if 
X(4 + 8, e) = X(q, e’) t X(0, e’), where I = g(s). 
Roof of Proposition 1.2. A 7Ugcbra is a continuous map T(E) -k-+ i=‘ which satis- 
fies the usual diagrams (see f6] ): 
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This gives a map T(E) -+ ME (by esponcntiativn) which shall also be called A. it is 
straightforward to show that X is a transitive (commutativity of Diagram ( I)), rcguIar 
(commutativity of Diagram (2)) lifting function for p : 1:’ -+ B, since al1 maps in the 
disc’ussion are over B. 
If we wish to emphasize the f;lct that a T-algebra is a fibration, we shall call it a 
7’-f’lhration. as opposed to a fibration which shall still denote an arbitrary tiurewicz 
fibration with no specified lifting function. 
Can the restriction to transitive, regular lifting funclions be removed without 
changing the category too much? This is the question attacked in the next section. 
2. The free triples 
The work in this section is a special case of some more general results obtained 
independently by Dubuc in i( 11. The essential procedure is to mimic the construe- 
tion of the free monoid to obtain a free triple on a given functor. if the functor in 
question has a “basepoint”. i e. a r;atural transfomldtion Id 3 F’, one can also try to 
mimic the eonstrucrion of the free monoid on a pointed set to get a triple with the 
giver natural transformation as a unit. The difficulty that arises is that in the case of 
sets, finite products and infinite coproducts commute, whereas the corresponding re- 
quirement for functors is not always satisfied. If F= T, however, it is. We proceed 
now with the explicit construction. 
Note f’irst hat an element of F(E) is a (R: $- I)-tu?le 
‘i(‘i) = ‘i_,(O), 2 g i < k, ok(o) = p(e). 
From thi? representation, there is an obvious natural transformation from 
Tk( T’(E)) -+ Tk+‘(E) given by juxtaposition. Finally, note that T(LIiE, Ei) = 
I& T(Ei), even for infinite index sets. 
Now define T’(E) as follows: 
T’(E) = [I T”(E)/-, 
) 
N = 0 
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wi~erc - is the equivalence relation generated by 
if a8 is the Const3.W path. 
The multiplication for T’ is essentially the juxtapositictn atural transformation 
on each factor of the double coproduct. The unit is the injection of E into the co- 
prj-bduct (E = T”(E)) composed with the identification map. 
Roof. There is a map T(E) .. k-+ T’(E) given bv the injection into the coproduct fol- w 
lowed by the identification map_ fi is naturaf and a triple map, so that comptxing 
with & makes any T’-algebra yield a map TIE) 4 5 Writing out the diagrammatic 
conditions makes it ztear that the map from n/C) -+ t-,’ thus obtained satisfies (2) 
but not ( 1). because of the different multiplication in T’. 
Now define ?-“(L-b + TfE) by 
(cl]. a,. ..*, Q& d La (a, + a t H-1 ‘-- tap e) 
where the addition is defined by conditions (3 ). Stnce 
St + . . . + a1 = a,t + . . . + pi + ,.. + a* 
ifai is constant. the maps TM(E) -+ nlC) define a map T’(E) + 7’(E), so that any map 
7JlY) i--+ I:’ yields 3 map T’(E) --YE, and again it is straightforward to prove that it 
C: satisfies (2). it is 9 T’-algebra. and r’onvprsely. 
Now de fine 
With no equivalence relation to worry about it is easy to prove, as above: 
hoposition 2.2. A T”-utgehru isdetemin~d by u rrlup T(E) -+ E. 
3. Topological properties 
In this section the topological structures of T. T’ and r” will be examined. The 
main goal is to show that T’-algebras are for most topoiogicai purposes just as good 
as T-algebras, and. moreover, both categories are topoiogicaiiy equivalent (in :I 
slightly weak sense) to the usual category of all fibrations over H without fixed iift- 
ing functions. Normally, in Top/B I homotopy eyuivalcncc is required to have an 
inverse. over B, and ail of the H,‘s in a homotopy are maps over B. Through& this 
sec’tion, however, a homotopy equivalence will: mean a map in Top/B which is a 
homc~topy equivalcnct as 3 map of the total spaces. If necessary, the usual sort of 
hwn~~tc,p~ e uivalencc in Top/B will bc referred to as a hornotopy equivalence O~‘C’T 
13. Note that it is to be simply homotopy 
at least of the homotopy be map over 
The image of I:‘ in ‘III:‘) is the constant paths. By shrinXing all the paths in T(E) 
to the constant path at 8(O) along themselves, a homotopy of T(E) to the image of 
E is obtained. TIM yields ‘I’“(E) 4 TF1’l(l;.‘) a hornotopy equivalence, and thus the 
fact that the second in&sion is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Straightforward exercise. 
Now let Q( - ) denote the operation on a category of passing to the category of 
fractions with respect to huntotopy equivalences. f-io( - ) will denote tne correspond- 
ing prxess with weak homotopy equiva!ences. As before, weak homotopy equival- 
cne’cs will be takctl as maps over R which as nlaps of the total spaces are weak homo- 
topy equivalerxes. 
Theorem 3.3. (3) Ho,(Top/B) ?r flo,((Tcq~lBf’? 3 Hd(Top/iQT’). 
(b) ff B is conrtected, therr 
Ho(Top/B) ‘c Ho((ToplB)‘) ‘c Hot(T~p/B)~j. 
Before proving this result, notice the following 
Roof. Let (I:‘, p. A) and (E, p, X’) be two T-algebras with the same underlying space 
over B. X and X’ are algebra maps from fY w nE). and condition (2) on T-algebras 
yields the result that X and A’ are both hornotopy equivalences of the total spaces. 
So in the Ho-category, (E, p, h) and (E, p$ X’) are isomorphic. 
Remark 35 The corollary says that selecting a particular lifting function is 
significant in the category of fractions. fn this sense, it would have been possible (but 
technically much more difficult) to start with the category of iibrations ovei H with- 
out specified liftings. 
The proof ot’ Theorem 3.3 depends on the following lemma 14, Proposition 2.3 1. 
Roof of theorem 3.3. (a)(!) Ho,(TopfB) * tk~,((Top,lB)~}. Let A = Top/B. B = 
T-&!c~Pas, F = free T-aigtlbra funztor, G = forgetful functor, S = T = homotopy 
cquivaicnces of the total spaces. Conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.6 are immediate. 
kr (iii), let R and fi be the identity. The adjunction lies in S by Proposition 3.2. 
f a I( 2 1 tlo,(( Top/B)*) 2 t-iu,(( Top/Bf 1. Here let A = T’-algebras, 8 = T-algebras. 
There is a triple map T’ -+ T’, denote it by y. ~7 induces a functor q” : T-slg -+ 7”-alg 
by composing y with the algebra structure 1 et G’ = 4 () Let k’ be the left adjoint of G. . 
i; exists tf a certain coequalircr es&c, ,,dmeiy the coequalkr of 
(y is given by path addition). 
As in the first part. [i) and (ii) are obvious. For (iii), let R = T’ and & = X, the 
structural map of E. It is tedious but straightforward to verify the required conditions. 
(b 1 This follows immediately, since a fortiori any homotopy equivalence is a weak 
homotopy equivalence. lb) is occasionally the more convenient equivalence (see e.g. 
1.3. chs. 2, 51). 
Since the methods of algebraic topology are usually only fine enough to distin- 
guuh homotopy equivalences, information about Ho-categories as above is at least as 
ciisccrning as an). information Lt)gebraic topology can provide. But then this paper is 
aigchraic topology, but using global (i.e. catcgnricsl) ;@ebra instex! of local algebra 
[e.g. Itoittology groups). 
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